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Both these integrals are essentially positive. It follows that when a, Z>, c are in descending order of magnitude, both If A, 1/5, I/O and Aa\ Bb'2, Cc* are also in descending order.
A level surface so far resembles the attracting ellipsoid that both quadrics have their longest, their shortest and their mean axes respectively in the same directions. The axes of a level quadric are (.2/4)*, (S/B)*, (2/<?)*.   If c be the least axis of the attracting ellipsoid and K= Cc2, the level quadric touches the ellipsoid at the extremities of the least axis, while the other two axes are less than the corresponding axes of the ellipsoid.   The level quadric therefore lies wholly within the ellipsoid, for if not it would cut the ellipsoid in two curves one on each side of the plane of xy and also touch it at the extremities of the axis of z.   This of course is , *, impossible.   Any level quadric therefore lies wholly within the attracting ellipsoid or|| \intersects its surface according as Kis less or greater than Cc2. y    217.   Ex. 1.    Prove that the level quadrics are more spherical than the bounding surface of the attracting ellipsoid.
The eccentricities of the sections of the two quadrics *by the plane of xy are respectively given by e'2=l-J/# and e2=l-&2/&2. It follows immediately that e'2-e2 is negative.
Ex. 2. If a concentric ellipsoidal cavity be cut out of a solid homogeneous sphere, show that within the cavity the equipotential surfaces are given by
(2A - B - C) a?2+ (2B- C~A) 2/2 + (2C -A -£) *2 = constant, where A, .B, C are constants depending on the shape of the cavity.
[St John's Coll. 1887.]
' 218. Other laws of force. The potential of a solid homogeneous ellipsoid at an internal point P when the law of force is the inverse Kth power of the distance may be found by the method used in Art. 211.
By describing a double cone with the vertex at P as before, we find that the
potential is        F=£ - - ~*         fsdu + C,    S =&,+-* + ( - E2)*~K.
(K — I) (K — <i) J
When K is even, S is a symmetrical function of the roots of the quadric (2) of Art. 211. The double integrals take forms similar to that in equation (4) and may be reduced to single integrals by differentiations of Jr2<2w = 27ra&cl.
We notice that when K>4= the expression S is an integral rational function of the direction cosines (Z, m) n) and the final integrals can be evaluated without difficulty (Art. 200, Ex. 1). The potential for these laws of force can therefore be found in finite terms free from all signs of integration.
When the law of force is the inverse fourth power of the distance we have for
>2         2       >2
the potential at an internal point £, ij, £ ,   F4 = f Tp log .#-}-£,    .Essl-ig-^-^L.
a"    o     c
From this result the potential for the inverse sixth, &c., powers may be deduced free from integrals by using Jellett's theorem (Art. 96).
The component attractions at an external point may be deduced by Ivory's theorem (to be presently proved). Thence by integration the potential for the inverse fourth power of the distance is found to be
The potential of a thin homogeneous homoeoid may be found in a similar manner, but it may also be deduced from that of a solid ellipsoid by taking the total differential with regard to a, &, c on the supposition that the ratios a : b : G

